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Message from the Guest Editors

Dear Colleagues, 

The person-centered care model aims to ensure that
people's rights, regardless of their age and functionality,
are respected. This model considers the person as the
centre of the care process, in which personalized care is
provided, with the studies reporting positive impacts on
both users and health professionals.

The purpose of this Special Issue is to provide a
comprehensive view relating to the advances in
personalized nursing care throughout the lifecycle and in
all care settings, such as in intensive care, palliative care,
rehabilitation care and in the community.

We welcome innovative research in the field of diagnostic
assessment and nursing intervention. The findings should
have implications for the improvement of personalized
nursing care, nursing education, and nursing management,
as well as contributing to the construction of education
and health policies.

Original articles, methodological studies, literature reviews,
and metanalyses are welcome. We would like to encourage
authors to submit solid research articles/communications
or review papers.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Journal of Personalized Medicine (JPM; ISSN 2075-4426) is
an international, open access journal aimed at bringing all
aspects of personalized medicine to one platform. JPM
publishes cutting edge, innovative preclinical and
translational scientific research and technologies related to
personalized medicine (e.g., precision medicine,
pharmacogenomics/proteomics, systems biology, ‘omics
association analysis). JPM is covered in Scopus, the
Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE), PubMed, PMC,
Embase, and other databases.
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